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Fabric Requirements

Notes:
Each “block” is made up of two feathers. Once two feathers are joined side by side they create a square so that you can 
then turn the pair of feathers in any direction to create interest as you lay out and arrange the quilt top.  The final layout of 
my quilt staggers the position of the feathers from one row to the next so that no feather is directly above another, but a 
feather rather points to the space between the two feathers above or below.  Because of this, every other row of feathers 
will need some extra background fabric on each end so that it is the same length as those rows above and below.  And in 
these “shorter rows”, there will essentially be a half block, which is just a single feather, for an odd number on that row.
Quilt Sizes:
The following is an explanation by size of dimensions, block numbers, feather numbers, and fabric requirements:

Baby Quilt  36” x 54”
5 full + 1 half blocks (11 feathers)

stripped pieced fabric finished size: ¾ yard x 44” wide
background fabric: 2 yards / stem fabric: ¼ yard

Twin Quilt  72” x 90” 
18 full + 2 half blocks Blocks (38 feathers)

stripped pieced fabric finished size: 2 ½ yards x 44” wide
background fabric: 5 1/3 yards / stem fabric: 2/3 yard

Queen Quilt  90” x 108”
27 full + 3 half blocks (57 feathers)

stripped pieced fabric finished size:  4 yards x 44” wide
background fabric: 8 ¼ yards / stem fabric: 7/8 yard

King Quilt  108” x 108”
33 Blocks + 3 half blocks (69 feathers)

stripped pieced fabric finished size: 4 ¾ yards x 44” wide
background fabric: 9 ½ yards / stem fabric: 1 yard
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Cutting & Sewing
Strip Cutting & Piecing:
The first step to creating the feathers is to make strip pieced fabric.  I found it best to cut strips from full width 
quarter yards, rather than fat quarters, so that your strip pieced fabric will be wide enough to cut several 
feathers across instead of just a few.  Cut strips of varying widths- anywhere from 1.5” to 3” wide- from your 
assorted fabrics (from one selvage to the other). Cut until you have enough so that once joined on the long 
passes, one to the next, they will create a strip pieced fabric in the dimensions needed for your chosen quilt size 
(listed on previous page). Join the strips with 1/4” seams and press all seam allowances in one direction.

Patchwork Cutting:

* Note:  When cutting A pieces from strip pieced fabric make sure the A template is laying on fabric so that the bottom 
angle of the template, and also the line markings, are in line with the strips of fabric.  This will ensure the correct 
orientation of the striped detail in the feather.  Turning the feather 180 degrees around (shown above) will give your 
feather pieces variation.  If you want to cut your right and left feathers at the same time, fold (just enough to fit the height 
of the A template) the strip pieced fabric horizontally with wrong (or right) sides together before cutting two at a time.

Baby Quilt:
1. From strip pieced fabric cut 22 A pieces (11 right side and 11 wrong side to create right and left sides)
2. From background fabric cut 22 B pieces (11 right side and 11 wrong side to create right and left sides)
3. From stem fabric cut 11 C pieces crossgrain.
4. From background fabric cut 11 D pieces.
5. From background fabric cut 11 E pieces.
6. From background fabric cut 22 F pieces (11 right side and 11 wrong side to create right and left sides)
Twin Quilt:
1. From strip pieced fabric cut 76 A pieces (38 right side and 38 wrong side to create right and left sides)
2. From background fabric cut 76 B pieces (38 right side and 38 wrong side to create right and left sides)
3. From stem fabric cut 38 C pieces crossgrain.
4. From background fabric cut 38 D pieces.
5. From background fabric cut 38 E pieces.
6. From background fabric cut 76 F pieces (38 right side and 38 wrong side to create right and left sides)
Queen Quilt:
1. From strip pieced fabric cut 114 A pieces (57 right side and 57 wrong side to create right and left sides)
2. From background fabric cut 114 B pieces (57 right side and 57 wrong side to create right and left sides)
3. From stem fabric cut 57 C pieces crossgrain.
4. From background fabric cut 57 D pieces.
5. From background fabric cut 57 E pieces.
6. From background fabric cut 114 F pieces (57 right side and 57 wrong side to create right and left sides)
King Quilt:
1. From strip pieced fabric cut 138 A pieces (69 right side and 69 wrong side to create right and left sides)
2. From background fabric cut 138 B pieces (69 right side and 69 wrong side to create right and left sides)
3. From stem fabric cut 69 C pieces crossgrain.
4. From background fabric cut 69 D pieces.
5. From background fabric cut 69 E pieces.
6. From background fabric cut 138 F pieces (69 right side and 69 wrong side to create right and left sides
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Patchwork Instructions

1. With right sides together and using a 1/4” seam allowance 
sew  A (right) to B (right) together.  Make sure the points at 
the piece edges overlap and intersect so that a 1/4” seam falls 
right into where they meet each other at the edges.

2.  Repeat Step 1 with the left A and left B.

3.  With right sides together and using a 1/4” seam allowance, 
sew the joined right A & B pieces to the right side of C, 
beginning at and aligning the bottom edges.  Take care not to 
stretch the bias A & B pieces.

4.  Repeat Step 3 on the other long side of C with the joined left 
A & B pieces.  Try to keep the top points of both A's at the same 
height on C.  Then trim the top excess of  C in line with both 
angles of the tops of both A pieces. This will create a point in the 
center of C.
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5.  With right sides together and using a ¼' seam allowance, 
sew the D piece to the top left angle of the joined feather, 
making sure the seam line falls right in the overlap and 
intersections at the edges of the pieces.

6.  With right sides together and using a ¼' seam allowance, 
sew the E piece to the top right angle of the joined feather, 
making sure the seam line falls right in the overlap and 
intersections at the edges of the pieces.

7.  With right sides together and using a ¼' seam allowance, 
sew the left F piece to the long left side of the joined feather.

7.  With right sides together and using a ¼' seam allowance, 
sew the right F piece to the long right side of the joined feather.
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Assembling Your Quilt Top

* Once you have pieced each of your feathers, and trimmed the edges so they all match in size, pairing them in 
two's is really only necessary for those feathers that you might want to turn on their sides to run horizontally. 
Laying all the feathers out to achieve your desired arrangement will help you determine the direction of each.  
* Once you've done this, you can sew the pairs that will run horizontally together, and then join feather blocks to 
each other, side by side, and row by row using 1/4” seam allowances.  
* Once your rows are complete, add any additional background fabric to the ends of the shorter rows (those with 
fewer feathers) so that they are the same length as the others. 
* You can now assemble the rows from one to the next, top to bottom using a 1/4” seam allowance.

Once your quilt top is fully assembled you can choose and assemble backing fabric, binding fabric (to cut your 
own bias) and batting to make the quilted layers and complete your quilt.  The following is a list by size of how 
much backing fabric and binding fabric your quilt will require:

       Baby: backing: 2 yards / binding: ¾ yard
       Twin: backing: 5 ½ yards / binding: 1 yard
       Queen: backing: 9 2/3 yards / binding 1 ½ yards
       King: backing: 9 2/3 yards / binding 1 ½ yards

Applique Variation

* If you would rather hand applique your feathers onto a solid foundation for 
a patchwork, or even a garment or an accessory use the following tips to 
create those feathers in a different manner than the patchwork variety:

- For every feather that you'd like to make, you will need 2 A pieces (one right 
side, one left side). You will also need 1 C piece for the stem of each feather
- Create the strip pieced fabric in the same manner as described for the 
patchwork version of the feather
- The cutting instructions for A and C will also be the same

The piecing instructions however will be different: 
  1.  Before joining the right and left feather sides to the center stem, turn and 
press the bottom angled edges of the A pieces towards the wrong side by 1/4” 
and press a crease.
  2. Make sure this edge stays folded back as you sew the feather sides to the 
stem.  
  3.  Trim the top of C in line with the angles of both of the feather pieces so 
that there is a point in the stem's center.
  4.  Use your favorite method of hand applique to apply the feather to 
background.  You will be turning all raw edges of the fabric towards the 
wrong side, and blind sewing the outer crease of the shape to the fabric.

** For step by step how to of hand applique, visit CreativeBug.com where I  
teach a video workshop for a hand appliqued feather skirt! September 2012
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